**Inscriptio Carrel Seating**

**May 2011 Update**

Wireframes have been developed (example) and the application modeling and development is largely complete. Current work focuses on updating map display and developing the user interface. Integration with the PIN system is progressing.

**April 2011 Update**

At this point, our work has been mainly behind the scenes. After meeting with Dan, the developer, we outlined an object breakdown and a task list. The object breakdown works to define objects and all of their components. For example, a carrel is an object, and it has eligibility requirements, reservation parameters, minimum and maximum use definitions and notification schedules and content. We are currently working with the initially identified libraries to define each object and its component parts and accompanying text. In the meantime, Daniel has been working on the structure for the database. Finally, we have a question out as to how the database can be accessed by eligible patrons using their HUID and PIN.